The Brownells "FITS ALL" Shotgun Magazine Plug fits 99% of the repeating shotguns on today's market - current and obsolete. It is a sure when hunting, migratory birds, and many magnetic shotgun owners use it when hunting - limited to a three round capacity. It is a sure when hunting, migratory birds, and many magnetic shotgun owners use it when hunting - limited to a three round capacity.

Before doing any work on firearms, always make sure the gun is EMPTY and UNLOADED. Check the chamber and the magazine tube to be SURE. To install the Brownells "FITS ALL" Shotgun Magazine Plug, remove the magazine cap or magazine end plug following the manufacturer's directions. Use caution as your shotgun may not have a magazine spring retainer; the magazine spring may be under considerable compression. The use of safety glasses is advised to prevent possible injury.

Use the "SNAP-TO-FIT" CHART on the back of this card to locate the make and model of your shotgun, and snap the plug at the notch indicated on the full-size drawing. If your gun is not listed, the plug can be fitted by notching at the correct point and snapping at this same point.
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